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Abstract—Metropolitan systems are developing rapidly,
growing in number and size, frequently disregarding essential
planning guidelines, primarily in terms of spatial distribution.
According to UN predictions, urban and metropolitan systems
will markedly expand in the next 3 decades, raising shared
concerns in distribution management, determining inequalities
between social classes, even in developed countries. Soil
becomes, then, the most important economic asset, since correct
spatial distribution rules will significantly influence the
perception of value in urban and metropolitan systems,
determining long term effects on decision-making processes.
Keywords— Economic sustainability in urban planning, Real
estate values, Soil protection and awareness, Spatial distribution
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I.
INTRODUCTION
Cities development policies have often focused on goals
related to the increase of urban values [1], not only in terms of
quality (of life and environment), but also in the economic and
real estate component, expressing themselves through a
variety of tools and strategies. Achieving an increase in
economic values at the urban/metropolitan level implies a
long process, which should start with collective investments in
urban development [2]. However, public finance cutbacks,
that involved recently many countries, after the economic
crisis, no longer allows several metropolitan systems to
benefit of the same amount of resources that were available
even in the recent past. Experts in urban and metropolitan
development know very well that the involvement of private
investors becomes increasingly important in this instance.
Actually, two categories of interventions can be implemented
in this sense, without supporting unsustainable expansion
trends: strategies to create new functions, that attract new
potential metropolitan users, possibly by renovating
abandoned or decaying areas, or to promote the regeneration
of existing public facilities, above all, where the greatest
social and environmental issues raise [3].
Constantly pursuing for a balance between interests that
are permanently and universally at stake in all urban and
metropolitan systems, each city strategy should be read in
objective terms, and should start from expressing equality
judgments, largely acceptable at every and each level [4]. A
possible solution to the political problem of reorganizing
metropolitan systems in efficient ways is choosing between
multiple policies, each linked to a specific interest and ranging
within two opposite approaches (socio-economic and spatial),
implying a clear and transparent assessment of the financial
benefits distribution and the relationship between community
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and individual values [4, 5]. This need is urgent in the actual
occurrence, following the issues related to public policies
aiming at implementing and managing urban developments, or
in support of private initiatives.
Metropolitan strategies need Economic principles and
tools to be equitable and efficient, requiring multifaceted and
differentiated knowledge to be organized [6]. Metropolitan
studies, comparably to many other disciplines, use economic
tools, without being economic sciences. Economy is basically
based on reading the goals that drive human behaviors and
their relationship with resources (individual, collective or
public), that can be called ‘economic goods’ (essentially,
based on their scarcity, appropriability/exclusivity and utility).
Individuals and communities allocate use values to resources
and agree in setting laws, rules, customs, and rights to use or
own goods, highlighting the economic nature of sciences
dealing with economic goods, their planning and evaluation.
In the complex world of economic goods, one special class of
assets takes central stage in metropolitan studies: nonmovable, spatialized properties, that can be private (e.g. real
estate assets) or public (e.g. infrastructures), depending on
who owns their property rights [5].
Experts in urban and metropolitan development
management sciences must be able to rely on a large set of
skills [7], because of the increased complexity of urban
systems that are to be analyzed and evaluated to develop
correct planning strategies, sometimes facing situations that
are totally different from the past. The task of urban and
metropolitan planners is, therefore, once complexity has been
explored [8], to select the mission and the goals that should be
accomplished, starting from the postulate of sustainability.
The analysis and assessment process is, consequently, to be
based on the choice of the elements to be evaluated and the
procedures to be adopted, inspired to the principles of
problem-solving (based on domain, problem types and
solution detection) to unravel any issues that arise along the
way [9]. It could be said that urban planning in metropolitan
systems is based on a typically circular approach (focused on
the actions of recognizing/identifying, defining, representing,
solving and systematizing knowledge): we could declare, in
essence, that it is based on the definition of the domain of the
problem, which is nothing more than the determination of the
value of metropolitan assets contributing to determine the
spatial configuration of metropolitan systems [10].
In the actual scenario, the definition of value and its
evaluation have been refined, to the point that they become the
basis of economic processes and the essence of regulatory
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postulates [5]. The purpose of value assessment, in general, is,
therefore, the estimation of metropolitan assets, according to
their specific features, both in quantitative and qualitative
terms, involving, on one hand, data from technical and
analytical disciplines and, on the other hand, information
related to the economic quantification of the asset values.
Economic values should be, then, described through a
synthetic way of expressing the overall value of the asset itself
[9], thanks to the use of the most synthetic language existing,
that is the numerical expression, joined by a unit of monetary
measure, which is the benchmark in the evaluation field.
Without describing in details the wider debate that revolves
around the role and orientation that assessment disciplines
play in our society [10], we can assume that it is not just a
question of economic value, but it refers to the cultural
implication of using innovative and reliable techniques,
available in the real estate appraisal sciences at national and
international level [11].
II.

URBAN RENT, CITY QUALITY AND PUBLIC
DEBTS
Soil, which characterizes each region through its
distinctive features, is a composite element of great
complexity and fragility, an irreplaceable factor that generates
peculiarities and diversity, an exceptional source of
opportunity and energy, a resource that strongly influences
any living form and, of course, also people, their activities,
their perceptions, and their abilities. The term is designated by
using a capitalized initial letter, to indicate the importance of
this concept and its declination as a specific resource,
corresponding to the meaning represented by the
environment/landscape dichotomy. In fact, the attribution to
the Soil of the status of resource proposes a setback in the
perspective generally attributed to it, moving from a condition
of simple background, that supports anthropic and natural
activities, to a multidimensional space, endowed with specific
features and levels of complexity, that are of its own.
A. What is Urban rent?
The debate on urban rent, the implementation of public
functions and the contribution of private individuals, has long
been considered a central element of urban planning
strategies, and also in the implementation of equitable tools
[5]. The debate has come to several conclusions on this issue
in recent years, which infer the need for all components, that
enjoy the benefits of urban development, to contribute to the
development of cities [12]: this is also one of the most
innovative, but limiting outcomes, already starting from some
of the most recent case studies in 1980s and 1990s.
In this context, there were several attempts to understand
the relationship between land rent and competitive advantage
in positional terms, which led to the creation of a sequence of
theories to be applied to urban development, without
considering political or philosophical positions on the fairness
of involving private entities in the public city construction,
which is part of a process in which decision-makers can
determine the so called ‘ius aedificandi’ and the rebalancing
of interests for a long term sustainable development.
The origin and phenomenology of the value of urban land
are strongly rooted in the production factors of the classical
economy theory, in which rent is meant as the component of
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wealth generated by the exclusive right to use a natural asset.
Rent exists, then, because of a natural or artificial cause,
replicating competition, in the shape of a relative or absolute
monopoly that limits production [5].
The Soil (agricultural or urban) is, actually, an asset,
whose availability is strongly limited (its quantity can be
hardly increased), as each portion has specific production
resources, that, once used, are basically irreproducible.
Ricardo developed a rent theory that referred to agricultural
land, determined by the product surplus compared to the least
productive plots. Unexpectedly, though Ricardo developed a
concept of strategic importance for urban planning, he didn’t
consider position as the advantage given by the process of
urban development.
The positional rent is quite different from any other benefit
(in terms of premium for the risk of the business initiative),
thanks to the portion of the advantage coming to the higher
utilization relevance, added by public facilities (which is an
extra surplus over rent) [11]. In addition to Ricardo’s models,
there are also the theories from Von Thünen, Alonso and
Marx, to classify the creation of urban value in terms of rent,
in which Marshall identified the community component, that
he called ‘public value’.
The starting point of the modern debate could be traced
back in Ebenezer Howard’s famous ‘Garden City’, which was
intended to appropriate the profits coming from the
construction of the city to produce a urban system, in which
open (green belts) and built spaces are harmoniously balanced.
This idea was, then, promoted by the New Towns
Development Act, which led to the development of several
examples of rebalancing market interests and urban quality,
also in public spaces [13]. Analyzing the garden cities of
Letchworth and Welwin, the multidisciplinary nature of the
urban development process is highlighted by the mutual
influence between formal and economic values, that leads to a
better understanding of the urban rent trends, to create a
correct taxation system, or to redistribute it, controlling factors
that contribute to spatial distribution, preventing it from only
reflecting speculative processes, rather than reaching targets of
morphological quality and environmental sustainability (in a
broader sense).
B. City quality and public debt
The conflict in not solved yet, however, for rent, surplus
and profit are still central factors in the formulation of urban
strategies, which found distinct solutions in different contexts,
specifically, in terms of land management regulations [5]. For
this reason, the relation between urban rent, settlement costs,
Soil classes and the real estate market are so close, for the
market value of assets is rooted in their production costs and
the ‘positional advantage’ is a significant part of it. It is no
longer acceptable to minimize the reciprocal relations between
those factors, as that most of the differential advantage is due
to position factors [11]. As a result, equitable policies can and
should redistribute to the community some of the surplus and
advantages related to public city development, that private
developments normally benefit from. Then, evaluation
becomes a central element in the definition of consistent rules,
that should not over-affect the entrepreneurial initiative, while
ensuring the correct redistribution of benefits and costs of
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urban development between public and private entities and
enterprises [14].
Countries, in which the land administration system is now
centered on a democratic system, that has reached full
maturity, suffer from high public debt rates, which become a
significant problem that local and national governments must
face urgently [15]. This need has become even more obvious
as a result of the dramatic economic crisis in the main
developed countries and it has been marked by several laws
about spending reviews (mainly, in Europe), in the last 10
years. E.g. in Italy, the need to reduce public debt had a
significant impact on the role of local public authorities, due
to reductions in transfers coming from the central government,
a problem that has increased considerably, compared to the
intensification in tasks that administrations face, to the growth
in expectations and demands from citizens (in terms of public
services and city quality), and to the natural process of welfare
privatization, followed by increasing examples of partnership
between public and private entities, created to reply and adapt
to the ever-changing and increasing fragmentation of social
demand [11].
The issues met by urban and metropolitan planning
sciences, in general, in the last two decades now, needs new
tools and applications [15]. The solution to this long-standing
problem is to be found, for many authors, in the control of
urban rent, above all, using equitable tools to redistribute the
economic surplus given by the decision on the ‘ius
aedificandi’, by unleashing its distribution from the mere
spatial allocation, to adopt innovative answers in the
metropolitan planning, considering the interests involved in
the relevant decisions.
III.

THE IMPORTANCE OF SOIL AS PRODUCTION
FACTOR
In this complex context, Soil becomes the central element
of metropolitan planning actions, as it is a scarce resource,
even in sustainable terms (environmental, social and
economic), it is not incrementable, and it is difficult to
reproduce (mainly, in positional terms), which has a
determining influence on real estate market trends and the
implementation of metropolitan policies. Soil becomes, then, a
key element, both in terms of urban rent and profitability of
the positional surplus. For this reason, equitable metropolitan
strategies could play a key role in terms of efficient land use
allocation, that is consumed every year, and also in preventing
and mitigating risks and managing outcomes that come from
environmental hazards.
A. Soil and risk management
Risk
and
environmental
damage
denote
a
multidimensional
connotation,
whose
complex
characterization is linked to natural factors, as well as
technical, political, cultural and sociological ones [16]. The
concept of risk, in the most comprehensive formulations,
consists of three different factors: hazard (resulting from the
intrinsic features of damaging sources, which can be natural or
artificial), vulnerability (linked to the characteristics of
subjects and objects that are affected by a catastrophic event)
and exposure (the quantity and quality of subjects and objects
that are exposed to hazards).
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The concept of environmental damage has changed
considerably and substantially in the recent past [17] and
could be further strengthened and supported by recognizing
Soil as a resource, a factor that would significantly increase
the compensation of damage, acknowledging its intrinsic
value, as happened in some cases for water. Among different
types of risks, the hydrogeological and climate hazards
represent the most serious threats to Soil, mainly, in countries
facing serious delays in the implementation of related
protection policies. Landslides, floods and other
hydrogeological events are the main natural risks in most
countries [18]. Other climate related natural events can be
linked to fires, or other meteorological events (e.g. monsoons
and typhoons).
Metropolitan planning strategies should ensure goals
related to Soil protection [19], water restoration, correct water
use and management [20], as well as the protection of the
related environmental components, by regulating the
opportunities and the implementation tools that contribute to
this. In this regard, tools and laws for interregional and
international management of risks can significantly help
preventing Soil losses, though main difficulties could happen
in establishing agreements between different regions and
countries [18]. This should be implemented through
innovative policies introducing efficiency in planning, to
prevent dramatic devastations that usually come from
contingent emergency measures. In this complex general state
of defenselessness, the anthropic factors essentially linked to
the misuse of Soil contribute to this general state of
vulnerability. The recent floods that affected many countries
around the world in the last 2-3 months are just the latest in a
long record of hydrogeological failures which, in addition to
claiming victims, cause extensive damage to households,
infrastructures and economic-productive activities, creating
substantial issues of significant social importance [16].
B. Managing Soil transformations
In terms of urban planning, the integrity of regions can
only be safeguarded by controlling the transformation of Soil
from its natural condition to built spaces, where people can
live, study, work, and travel. This modification of the original
features of Soil is generally irreversible and causes equally
incontrovertible alterations in the overall balance of
ecosystems, even in the anthropic ones [19]. On one hand,
transformations, that Soil constantly undergoes for non-natural
reasons, cannot be completely recovered, since men
themselves, by their own presence, change the features of the
environment in which they live, adapting those characteristics
to their own goals, needs and intentions [21]. On the other
hand, however, it is necessary to check every alteration in the
Soil structure and the spatial distribution on time, to minimize
the negative effects of inappropriate modifications [22].
To achieve a sufficiently effective control of land
transformations, it is necessary to know, with adequate
accuracy, the Soils features and the components standing on
different areas, that constitute every region, and the distinctive
elements that characterize human activities, to compare their
compatibility and to identify where it is most suitable to
allocate every and each function [23]. Such a way of
addressing the issues related to land use increases planning
tools effectiveness [24], as areas and regions involved in
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development strategies are accurately analyzed using
sustainable evaluation tools, that assess transformations in
terms of environmental, social and economic appropriateness
[23]. This consideration is clearly focused on the awareness of
the spatial dimension of physical resources and, particularly,
of Soil, as well as the recognition of the information value that
resources themselves comprise, in terms of cognitive
understanding of the process that fostered their creation [25].
According to the economic vision, moreover, chemical
elements, living organisms and ecosystems are not resources
as they are, but they become supplies only when there is a
demand for using them and for satisfying people needs, i.e.
when there is a technology that allows people to profitably
using them [26]. Thus, for people, the concept of resource
fluctuates with the degree of historical, technological and
social development and with the economic value ascribed to
resources at any given time.
That is to say, natural resources are subject to market
trends, which attribute them a ‘price’ that reflects their utility.
Over time, therefore, the value of a resource will fluctuate in
its integral parts, that determine its utility [26], i.e. in the kind
of demand, from which, then, the amount to be used in the
different production cycles is determined which, then,
influences the way in which resources will be used.
This specific economic process covers the whole resource
extension, however, as far as Soil is concerned as natural
capital, compared to other components of the system, such as
air and water, the association of processes that lead to the
establishment of the corresponding ‘price’ [27] is somehow
less acknowledged than the procedure related to other
resources [26]. In fact, the analysis of the Soil consumption
was not a particularly participated research field in planning
sciences, considering the most significant studies were only
considering its geographical nature, although this type of
enquiries has generally a common definition of Soil as a ‘rare
resource’, an asset that is likely to be ‘consumed’ according to
economists, or to be ‘used’ in relation to the lexicon of urban
analysts [21].
C. Public properties and urban development
In this complex background, the issues about exploiting
goods are still related to the public city management, which
represent yet another opportunity never fully captured by
many countries and that equitable planning strategies could,
once again, be negotiating, creating a broad consent around it
[28]. Considering this, it is necessary to recognize that, due to
the extensive complications in finding resources for the
implementation of public functions in many countries [15], the
real estate properties of local and national administrative
authorities can no longer have a static function in urban
development. They must become part of a dynamic process of
developing and enhancing local conditions, including the
integration of existing tools with the implementation of
management practices. Moreover, public assets must become,
in turn, a resource, as both economic, social and service value,
and as the nucleus and engine of the redevelopment of urban
and metropolitan regions and the consolidation of public
finances [15].
In this sense, the need for a collaboration between public
and private actors, which allows the local economic system to
take full advantage of the sedimentation and time stratification
IJERTV8IS120359

of investments, becomes crucial. Community investments will
essentially determine, as they always did in the past, the
critical structures of the value system (including real estate
properties), that characterize our regions, thanks to the
intervention of private entities, which, contributing with their
own action, can lead to a further development and increase a
similar and complex system.
Opportunities to reuse or optimize public assets and
properties, available both in large numbers and often
represented by properties of well-known quality and interest,
represent a fundamental moment for the owning public bodies
and for the local communities [7]. In fact, many urban and
metropolitan regions have thousands of real estate assets
(including World Heritage sites recognized by UNESCO) that
could represent a significant contribution to both the national
economy (which could thus take advantage of the benefits
associated with the rational use of those resources), and for
single communities, which, because of, above all, the
dynamics related to the phenomenon of globalization, could
rely on an extra economic foundation to create suitable local
development conditions.
In addition, as many experts in this field point out, the
public assets of the different urban and metropolitan regions
can be an opportunity both to promote new systems of
regional and institutional aggregation, and to foster the local
‘value’ meant as ‘relational capital’, both to answer the
questions of the new demographic scenario and, finally, to
identify and implement a lever for the renewal of urban
systems and regions.
From this point of view, public assets represent a
fundamental element of urban and metropolitan systems, both
as properties for the communities (meant as ‘widespread’
shareholders), as a cost-cutting part of national and local
identity, and as a representation of a substantial proportion of
national ‘common goods’. Therefore, public assets and
properties in general (linear and punctual infrastructures, real
estate properties, natural goods, such as maritime and water
possessions) are a fundamental component of the so-called
‘fixed social and collective capital’ of countries [26] and
constitute the ‘critical mass’ of urban and metropolitan
systems, functional to the local society, constituting the
material element (‘containers’ in the case of buildings,
‘support’ in the case of land plots) of infrastructure policies
and the allocation of collective fixed capital, in relation to the
needs expressed by the evolution of the economic and social
systems.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The concept of Soil defense, generally declined in terms of
protection from the aggression of occurrences and events,
mainly of catastrophic nature, is usually conceived in a rather
restrictive way: in a comprehensive sense, this notion could be
better conceived as a complementary idea to the concept of
Soil consumption in all its different components (including the
dimension of excessive depletion and waste). This concept
comes from the fact that urban and metropolitan regions, that
hosts and endures every anthropic activity, are constantly
consumed and should be protected from the indiscriminate use
that activities could commit [25].
The resource status generally assumes the meaning of
capital, quality, or asset, and is commonly qualified as the set
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of natural features of urban and metropolitan regions, that can
be exploited by people to their advantage [23]. Soil and its
spatial features are also generally to be considered a resource,
that is hardly recognized and reputed as such, since the
disciplines that have dealt with it, especially in the past, have
historically proposed a conception of space linked to an
infinite development, that is not extinguishable, as for many
other natural resources.
To overcome this outdated vision, we should refer to all
the important philological concepts linked to the exhaustiblerenewable dichotomous combination: these two adjectives
have been joined to the term ‘resource’ recently (since 1980s),
as an innovative result of the awareness that is linked to the
limitless theme of sustainability [12]. The quality of Soil as a
resource is recognized by some authors, who describe it as the
capacity of Soil to perform its functions, attitude linked to the
use that is carried out by people.
A possible decrease in the quality level is linked to the
deterioration caused by all actions and processes of
degradation and environmental pressure [21]. There are two
fundamental categories of pressures, often synergistic and
difficult to separate, i.e. stress sources of natural matrix,
linked to climatic changes, morphological upheavals,
increased water rates following floods, and of anthropic
development, coming from the over-exploitation of
agriculture, from the losses caused by urbanization, from the
modification of endogenous features for chemical and organic
fertilization, from the disposal of waste of several different
sources.
Therefore, safeguarding Soil as a resource means
recognizing its peculiarities and geological and naturalistic
importance. Just as the international regulations comprehend
references to the conservation of specific habitats and
particularly rare animal species, they should also recognize the
extraordinariness of the pedological capital [25] (in a
comprehensive sense) and protect it in its finiteness, starting
from the awareness that Soil cannot be used in an infinite
flow. International regulations should also recognize that we
must also have to consciously address every issue, especially
regarding urban and metropolitan planning, with the utmost
awareness of the sustainable development objective.
The idea of Soil consumption is rooted in the tendencies
(natural or anthropic) to the transformation of urban and
metropolitan systems, that challenge the heritage of physical
factors, eroding a more or less substantial part of them, in a
generally irreversible way [26]. One of the most overdue
features of this occurrence is the amount of Soil that is
generally consumed according to per capita functions, in an
attempt to measure the real consistency of the consumption
and assess whether it is simple use, excessive depletion or
even waste, as for any other natural resource.
Of course, the lability of the limit between ‘lawful’
consumption, excessive depletion or waste engages the
connotations of high instability, since the wide variety of local
realities does not allow an effective evaluation comparison,
except through the use of historical series. We must admit that
also this type of comparison is ineffective, since every
historical period has endorsed certain peculiarities in the use
of urban and metropolitan regions, depending on the specific
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culture and the particular socio-economic conditions of that
time [12].
To better define the recommendations that follow, it is
necessary to clarify what is meant by consumption of Soil and
what differentiates it from the concept of excessive depletion
or waste. The concept of Soil consumption itself is revealed as
the increasing uncertainty and inadequacy, in order to control
the new sense of transformation processes taking place in the
urban and metropolitan regions. In fact, urban and
metropolitan planning strategies need to rebuild the concept of
Soil consumption [25], conceiving it as an indicator of the
impact that different uses (and the processing activities
associated with them) make of resources, considering their
non-reproducible dimension [18].
The concept of excessive depletion or ‘waste’, which is
substantially different from the idea of consumption, is, then,
mentioned in order to support the need to dedicate higher
attention to this occurrence. It is important, subsequently, to
manage urban and metropolitan planning strategies both
through a quantification of all consumption occurrences
(meant as withdrawals operated by human and natural
activities on the environment, including Soil), both by
qualitatively analyzing the peculiarities of urban and
metropolitan regions, to assess their compatibility with
different uses, and the model by which these expansive
manifestations develop, in order to be able to identify better
alternatives in terms of lower compromising.
In actual fact, Soil consumption, as such, is not necessarily
a thoughtful drawback, because people, since they began to
create permanent settlement and to deal with agricultural
production enduringly, have acquired Soil from the natural
environment, also to build larger villages and settlements
(although, not without serious exceptions and considerable
waste). The worrying components, that tend to distress the
current disciplinary debate, are related to the threshold of the
limit between consumption, excessive depletion and waste and
the way in which such erosion is happening, which turned into
the manifestations of an ‘unnecessary consumption’. This
concept becomes, therefore, central to the perception and
understanding of the idea of ‘waste’, beyond the objective
‘consumption’ one.
Urban and metropolitan regions degraded by certain
categories of catastrophic events could, actually, be seen in the
innovative perspective of the waste of Soil, committed by
natural occurrences, triggered by manifestations that cannot
always be directly attributed to anthropic activities. In this
regard, a considerable intensification in the occurrence of
some damages can be better understood.
Similarly, anthropic disasters (such as industrial accidents,
e.g. Bhopal in India in 1984 or Seveso in Italy in 1976, or
events related to pollution and spillage and similar
occurrences) can be easily translated into terms of waste of
natural resources, including Soil, as they can compromise the
natural capital itself at different levels and with different
regeneration horizons. Considering this, the definition of Soil
excessive depletion and waste could be recognized to any
activity or event (natural or anthropic) that experienced
specific levels of use of urban and metropolitan regions, that
can affect irreparably their features and their ability to
renovate and recreate themselves (for renewable resources,
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this will distress the regeneration process only during long
periods of time, therefore, this king of excessive depletion
makes renewable resources similar to the category of nonrenewables).
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